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Financials . . . for the period ending March 31, 2015. The Financial Statements show the Balance Sheet, as of 
March 31, 2015, with a market value of $171,805,684 UP $1,494,285, or 0.88% from December 31, 2014. Total 
return on Investments for the period ending March 31, 2015 is UP $2,939,350, or 1.73%, with Investment 
Management Expenses at $185,393, or .11%. Equity/Fixed Ratio was 70.24/29.76%. 1ST Qtr. 2015 & from 
Inception 10-13-14 Performance for Fuller & Thaler, UP 20.52% (TCD) 
 
 
 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP  
 
Coleman Fellows . . . The Program will continue into a seventh year with more than 150 Fellows from 19 
colleges and universities receiving funding from CFI.  Two new schools, Canisius College and the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst, will join 17 of the 19 institutions which were part of the 2014-2015 program.  Two 
schools currently part of the program (Cornell University and Finlandia University) will not continue.  A total of 
$575,000 was approved in grants for faculty stipends and program support at these 19 schools.  Separately, staff 
has been making visits to current schools to gain a greater understanding of local program activities.  CMc visited 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute in March and Colorado Mesa University last week.  RB visited Illinois State 
University recently and MWH visited Millikin University and Beloit College.  These visit have provided deeper 
insights on how the Fellows program is uniquely impacting students and these educational systems. (CMc) 
 
 
Illinois State University (ISU)  . . . as part of the review for the 2015-2016 Fellows program, staff is visiting 
several campuses. I met with Mark Hoelscher, who is the lead entrepreneurship professor at the College of 
Business and the project director of the Fellows program. The visit included meetings with Fellows and 
entrepreneurship students, who were planning Illinois State University's first hackathon for students across 
departments and majors to prototype, program, and pitch their ideas to corporate sponsors to cultivate innovation 
and collaboration. Students from any major regardless of programming experience will submit project ideas which 
are judged and awards are given. 200 students from ISU and other universities submitted applications, however 
they could only accept 80 for the Hackathon weekend. 
 
Most notable of the visit was getting a broader perspective on the impact the Fellows program has had on faculty 
and cross campus programs. The meeting demonstrated multidisciplinary campus support by deans, directors 
and chairs from various departments including the provost from nursing, and the Mayor from the town of Normal, 
Illinois. Two other interesting things to note: 1) Recently, ISU collaborated with the town of Normal, and others to 
open University Galleries. This is a student gallery located in the uptown area of Normal, which displays art 
works, hosts exhibits by artists, holds music performances and is rented for community events. 2) Another 
collaborative project which is funded by the University, the Major’s office and community partners will open soon 
to provide space similar to 1871 in Chicago. Students, alumni and emerging entrepreneurs will have access to 
work space and community resources including professors, local businesses and angel investors. ISU College of 



  

  

Business’ connections to the business community, alumni and local civic leaders demonstrates the integration of 
academia and economic development. (RB) 
 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute…On March 27, CMc visited this participant in the Fellows Program.  Meetings 
were hosted by Frank Hoy who holds a chair in entrepreneurship and serves as the Project Director of the 
Fellows Program at WPI.  Additional meetings took place with six Fellows who are part of the program.  CMc also 
participated in the March Coffee Hour (our monthly program webinar) from the WPI campus.  WPI is a research 
institution located in Worcester, Massachusetts about an hour west of Boston.  The local instance of the Fellows 
Program reflects the institution’s priority for research activity.  While it is clear that participating faculty members 
have incorporated self-employment concepts in courses, one of the main success stories shared with me was 
how a number of Fellows from different disciplines successfully collaborated to win a major research grant.  A 
significant focal point of the work of the Fellows relates to an incubator which has been created by WPI to 
advance ideas developed as part of WPI research.  Fellows are engaged in the incubator and facilitate the 
involvement of their students in idea generation and enterprise development. (CMc)   
 
Colorado Mesa University…On April 23 and 24, CMc visited this participant in the Fellows Program.  Meetings 
were hosted by Georgann Jouflas, Project Director of the Fellows Program at CMU.  Additional meetings took 
place with seven Fellows who are part of the Program.  CMc also participated in the April Coffee Hour from the 
CMU campus.  CMU is a teaching-oriented school in Grand Junction, Colorado (on the Western Slope near the 
Utah border).  The campus has experienced significant redevelopment in the past ten years and transitioned from 
a commuter to a residential campus.  The group of Fellows at CMU (and their Project Director) represents in 
many respects the renegade band of educators who are frequently drawn to the Coleman Fellows Program.  Most 
are current or former business owners, many are untenured and all are in various degrees of combat with 
departments and institutions that do not yet fully embrace entrepreneurship.  They are taking meaningful steps to 
modify courses and create avenues for students to receive self-employment education both in classroom and in 
extra-curricular forms.  April 23 was CMU’s Entrepreneurship Day which saw self-employed individuals presenting 
in multiple classes and a luncheon attended by over 200 with a keynote by John Hendricks, founder of Discovery 
Communications.  Additionally, I visited Western Colorado Community College which provides technical training 
on digital manufacturing and other technologies, in association with CMU and the University of Colorado-Boulder. 
(CMc)   
 
Digital Manufacturing Entrepreneurship and the Maker Movement…On March 24-25, CMc attended the 
United States FabLab Network Symposium2015 held at Gateway Technical College in Sturtevant, WI.  
Participating colleges, universities and technical institutions comprise a global network of local fabrication 
laboratories (aka “fab labs”), which enable invention by providing access for individuals to tools for digital 
fabrication such as 3D printers and laser engravers.  Such labs are rapidly becoming the hardware developer’s 
version of the many software incubators that have emerged over many years.  Recently, spaces dedicated to 
“making” have appeared in community and educational settings such as high schools.  This is part of a 
transformation of manufacturing as local production methods increase in interest, popularity and capacity. CMc 
visited one local example, Catalyze Chicago, a newly formed organization located just two blocks north of CFI 
offices.  Created by an aspiring entrepreneur who was unable to prototype his idea, Catalyze Chicago is a 
membership co-working space for entrepreneurs who need assistance in bringing their hardware concepts to 
reality.  We are closely watching this sector as, unlike their software incubator cousins which are supported by 
many funding streams, digital makerspaces are just now emerging in scale with funding needs. (CMc)   
 
Urban Agriculture…On March 19-20, CMc attended the eleventh annual Good Food Conference, held at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago.  The event is a showcase for local food entrepreneurship.  Demand for locally 
grown food is increasing dramatically and production is unable to meet this demand. This is creating significant 
opportunity for self-employment.  The first day of the event was a “financing and innovation conference” profiling 
local enterprises, including entrepreneurs who participated in the Good Food Business Accelerator (funded by 
several local foundations) and pitched ideas.  The next day was a more typical trade show including presentations 
and booths.  We are exploring this sector as a target for employment opportunity for individuals with I/DD.  At the 
conference we met multiple organizations employing such persons and have engaged in further discussions. 
(CMc) 
 
Milliken University  . . . I did a campus visit on 4/09/14 as part of the transition planning as Sharon Alpi steps 
down from Program Director and Coleman Professor. This was the latest in a series of meetings I have had with 
President Patrick White.   He is a strong supporter of E-ship at Milliken and has put additional University funding 
behind securing an academic to hold the Coleman Chair.  Efforts to date have not identified the right candidate to 
continue developing the academic program and linking it to the experiential side. I had an extended meeting with 



  

  

Julie Shields, who will be the new Center Director, and Andy Heise who will be Associate Center Director and 
direct programs – including Fellows.  Both have been prepared for their roles, and are enthusiastic about their 
new roles and should be strong assets to the overall program.  During the transition year (the third year of the 
grant) , Sharon Alpi will continue to work part-time using her experience and contacts in the community and 
among alumni to generate financial support for the entrepreneurship endowment; build the pipeline for 
entrepreneurship through student recruitment, and provide consultation to the dean and the Center for 
Entrepreneurship. (mwh).     
 
IIT . . .  The 1982 CFI endowment (established at $500,000) supporting a professorship in information systems 
was redirected to support a Chair in entrepreneurship in 2004. The program has had its highs and lows since 
then.   The positon has been vacant since David Pistrui departed.  At last report, the endowment stood at 
$1,268,836.00 and the expendable account at $ $620,805.   (Annual amounts determined by institutional 
spending policy are transferred from the endowment to the expendable account to support the position.  This 
account has been frozen.) The position is currently designated as a tenured track positon, which may be located 
in either the graduate or undergraduate programs of the business school.  We have been in discussions with IIT 
for some time to seek a solution.  Nik Rokup is an IIT faculty member whom we have known for some time.  He 
has strong interest in E-ship, has industry experience, is engaged in and well-informed about the community, and 
has a terminal degree, but no doctorate.  IIT has no strong desire to add a PhD level faculty member at this time.  
Discussions center around: amending the existing grant agreement for a finite period of 3-5 years; changing the 
title of the position from Coleman Chair to Coleman Clinical Professor of Practice; using the annual endowment 
distribution to fund a stipend and professional development for the professorship at an agreed upon allocation; 
annually using a portion of the accumulated funds in the expendable account to fund program and student 
activities; having the professor continue to take an active role in the development and conduct of E-ship 
programming on campus; targeting the undergraduate program.  While there are details to be worked out, I would 
recommend that we pursue this course.  Similar to efforts to amend other endowed E programs at UIC and 
DePaul, it would refocus an older endowment agreement on program activity rather than salary support (mwh).  
 
After you have a chance to review this, I need to talk with  Directors about several items. Your thoughts 
on this approach at IIT will be one of them (mwh), 
 
Beloit . . . I spent the day on campus on April 21st.  Brian Morello and Jerry Gustafson had requested that John 
Hughes come to campus to meet with active students, speak to a class and meet with various community 
members.  During part of John’s activities, I met with the academic Dean to discuss: the pending change of the 
Coleman Chair holder, the Chair agreement; the Fellows and E in general at Beloit. Warren Palmer has held the 
Chair since Jerry’s retirement.  He is scheduled to exit our Chair in the fall to assume another Chair, There is a 
faculty member who has been identified to potentially assume the Coleman Chair. I met with her, Morello, and 
Gustafson at SEA.   While she shows interest and promise, fit on both sides still needs to be determined.  If she is 
chosen, we should provide some professional development funds to send her to activities like Mike Morris’ 
Experiential Classroom and have her attend the summer Fellows summit since she will eventually oversee that 
program.   We should try to develop a mentor program with strong female E-Profs known to us and have her do 
site visits to strong campuses.  We also need to have Brian and Jerry develop a program for her to engage with 
the E Center.  (CELEEB - and yes Jerry is still volunteering there).  More as this develops (mwh).                  

 

CANCER CARE 

 
Rush University . . . In March, the Primary Palliative Care Training Program held the Palliative Care Intensive and 
Awards ceremony. The event was attended by Palliative Medicine Fellows from the first cohort, who presented 
their projects during a poster session, and their mentors and leadership from their institutions. The projects were 
evaluated and awards were presented for the top four projects. The awards were presented to Fellows from Sinai 
Hospital, LaRabida Children’s Hospital, KishHealth System, and John H. Stroger Hospital of Cook County. If you 
wish more details of their projects, please review the project abstracts that were previously provided to you. 
 
Also attending the event were the second cohort of Palliative Medicine Fellows and junior mentors. 28 individuals 
consisting of hospitalists, advance practice nurses, social workers, and chaplains will participate in the next phase 
of the two year training program. Attendees expressed their appreciation for the opportunity to participate in the 
program, and the benefits it has/or will provide to them and their hospital program. In order to capture the story of 
the program, the scope of projects and the impact on the palliative care workforce, a videographer shot footage 
during the event. They are in the process of producing a video which will have a premiere showing at the 



  

  

upcoming Leadership Summit on May 1st. We will let you know how the Summit turns out in the next update or at 
the Board meeting. (RB) 
 
Coleman Supportive Oncology Initiative (CSOI) . . . The Design Team members for distress, survivorship, 
palliative care and hospice have been meeting regularly with Christine and Julia keeping the teams on track. The 
six process improvement sites officially started March 1st, and are developing current state assessments of 
supportive oncology at their institution, and evaluating the distress screening tools developed by the process 
design teams. We are in the process of developing a communication and dissemination plan for CSOI. A strategy 
has been developed and we are in conversation with a health care writer to develop the communication vehicles 
to meet the strategy. At the March board meeting, we presented and the board approved the concept for the 
Children/Adolescent Supportive Oncology Initiative. We are gathering more information to refine the Initiative. We 
are targeting a full proposal, which will involve several collaborating institutions providing services to children, 
adolescent, and young adults, for the August Board meeting. (RB) 
 
Lurie Children’s Hospital . . . Mike and I met with the two new Hematology/Oncology Fellows as Lurie’s. 
Coleman’s endowment funds three years of the Hem/Onc Fellowship. The two fellows spent their first year doing 
clinical work with pediatric hematology/oncology patients. During the second and third year of the fellowship, they 
work on research projects that have been identified to enhance their clinical work. One of the Fellows, Dr. Larisa 
Broglie is a star and actually working on three very important and promising research projects.  (RB) 

 

CURRENT GRANT SUMMARIES  

 
Fellows Grant Approvals – the 17 entries represent allocation of the funds approved by the Board to support the 
2015 Fellows Program. 
 
5489 – Rush University Medical Center, IL   These funds provide programs support to the Parkinson’s Disease 
and Movement Disorder program. This grant is in memory of Sheldon Chernow - the husband of Dr. Stephanie 
Gregory.  Stephanie is a longstanding Rush oncologist and well known to us. 
 
5490 – Center for Independent Futures, IL  For the Lo Que Puede Venir: Vidas Inclusivas (What May Come: 
Inclusive Lives) Conference for outreach to Hispanic families to share information about the adult service system 
for individuals with I/DD, related funding sources, and alternative ways to approach housing, support, 
employment, and post-secondary options. 
 
5491 – The Douglas Center, IL  For the Sensory Room Project to create a therapeutic space to promote sensory 
modulation and facilitate the learning and practice of stress management skills by individuals with I/DD served by 
the organization. 
 
5492 – Future Founders Foundation, IL - Lemonade Day Chicago program  will provide 5,500 Chicago 
elementary and middle school students the opportunity to own and operate a small business, support school and 
community-based partners in the completion of Lemonade Day, and mobilize the community in support of young 
entrepreneurs. 
 
 
  
MISCELLANEOUS 
 
Increasing Individual Giving…CMc has been part of ongoing discussions led by Donors Forum to address 
financing issues experienced by non-profit organizations in Illinois.  Heightened by the State of Illinois budget 
crisis which included a nearly $2 billion budget gap in FY15 and $6 billion gap in FT16, a group of foundations 
and private charities have been meeting over several weeks to explore steps that can be taken to address funding 
shortfalls.  Last November, Donors Forum announced several “strategic initiatives” including two related to the 
current topic (“Promoting Individual Giving” and “Protecting the State Budget”).  The former group is developing a 
campaign to build upon the #GivingTuesday / #ILGiveBig successes of last year.  The latter group is struggling to 
find agreement or plausible tactics to impact the status quo.  We hope to build upon our last two years of 
impactful #GivingTuesday matching grants and are working with the Donors Forum-led consortium to design 
collaborative efforts that will increase our impact. (CMc) 


